Advances in Anatomy, Embryology and Cell Biology publishes critical reviews and state-of-the-art research in the areas of anatomy, developmental and cellular biology. Founded in 1891, this book series has a long standing tradition of publishing focused and condensed information.
on a given topic with a special emphasis on biomedical and translational aspects.
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rectum, and anus comes from the efforts of researchers of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, comprehensive observations of this region had been made as early as 1543 by Andreas Vesalius through anatomic dissections. However, anatomy of this region, especially that of the rectum and anal canal, is ...
Since 1975, the Oklahoma Notes have been among the most widely used reviews for medical students preparing for Step 1 of the United States Medical Licensing Examination. OKN: Anatomy takes a unified approach to the subject, covering Embryology.
Neuroanatomy, Histology, and Gross Anatomy. Like other
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The human knee dates back 320 million years in the evolutionary scale to Eryops, the common ancestor of reptiles, birds, and mammals (Figure 2.1).
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The neural ectoderm expands as the embryo grows and ultimately forms two folds with a midline groove. The folds come together, forming a tube that is commonly called the neural tube. Bilateral...
The aim of this chapter is to emphasize key elements in surgical anatomy and embryology of importance and relevance to surgical practice. The anatomy and embryology of the spleen are well described in standard texts on those subjects [1].
This chapter focuses on the key embryology, anatomy, and histology of the venous system. The embryology and development of the venous system are intimately related. In normal embryologic development of the central venous system, venous channels arise within the fourth week with completion by the
seventh to eighth week of development.

Anatomy and embryology. (Journal, magazine, 0000 ... 
Brain Structure and Function is a bimonthly peer-reviewed scientific journal covering research on brain structure-function relationships. It was established in 1891 as Anatomische Hefte, renamed first

Abstract. The esophagus is a tube closed at both ends by sphincter mechanisms. Starting at the lower
edge of the cricoid cartilage it forms the continuation of the pharynx, runs through the posterior mediastinum and the esophageal hiatus of the diaphragm, and ends in the cardiac orifice of the stomach at the level of T 11.
Function offers free color in print and online for all its papers!. Brain Structure & Function publishes research that provides insight into brain structure–function relationships. Studies published here integrate data spanning from molecular, cellular, developmental, and systems architecture to the neuroanatomy of
behavior and cognitive functions.
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The anatomy and embryology of the aortic arch and its branching tributaries (brachiocephalic trunk, left common carotid artery and left subclavian artery) in man and animals are well substantiated.
This comprehensive book presents representative general surgery, including gastrointestinal tract, hepatobiliary and inguinal hernia. All illustrations have been drawn by the author, based on the real-world surgical procedures the precise clinical and embryological
anatomy.
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